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editorial

A

machines decided upon and rented
information sent to candidates'
advertisements taken, insuranc~
pmchased on the voting machines
and poll workers sought. In other
words, Horner's request should have
been made two months ago. One
paltry week before the election is a
poor time, to say the least, to extend
voting dates.

Despite various actions taken
against the Elections Commission
every time it moved, the commission
has increased the n urn ber of
machines available from 10 to 19,
and has selected four central voting
places. Not much more could be
done to give students ample
opportunity to vote.

Day Late,

Horner has chosen to interpret the
traditionally low number of students
voting in the ASUNM elections as an
indication of inadequate
opportunity. We say it is more likely
apathy. And apathy is something
365 voting days and all the Horners
in the world can't change.
Sarah Laidlaw

Dollar Short

~"';;/~enate Debates Constitution, Budget Long Into Night
/1~

c,
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'71-'72 Funding Totals $239,873.73; Women's Center Gets Emergency$2000

By SUE MAJOR
Senate last night, on the second in the previous election, and Arena for handicapped students.
try, passed a proposed ASUNM sections pertaining to removal
new Senate convenes after the
In other action, Senate
'rhe second measure allows
budget of $239,873.73 for next from office and recall of elected
upcoming elections. Several
approved
$1050 to the Rally
ASUNM
officials.
keys to campus building elevators
year. The measure was killed 8·7
senators pointed out to team
Committee
to pay for Fiesta,
The new constitution, drawn and doors be distributed to
on the first vote after Senate
members that ASUNM President
$1200
to
Native American
up
by
Elections
Commission
handicapped
students
at
a
special
refused to add a proposed $2000
Erie Nelson has been reluctant to
deficit spending allocation to fund Chairman Debbie Bruns, passed table set up during registration. At
sign allocations to sports in the Studies, $330 to the Wagon Wheel
Square Dance Club and $927 to
past.
the Women's Coordinating Center unanimously without present, handicapped students
amendments.
the
ASUNM Elections
(WCC).
must go to each building
Athletic Appropriations
Commission.
individually
to
obtain
the
keys.
Both
the
budget
and
the
Earlier Senate killed four
However, Sen. JoAnn Sanchez,
the sponsor of the wee constitution must be approved by
proposed
allocations to women's
Senate killed a proposal to give
Senate also allocated $300 to
allocation, threatened to walk out the student body April 28.
sports
teams
for the same reason,
$1152
to
the
men's
powerlift~~
hold
a Women's Seminar, The
Senate also voted to add a team but suggested the te
and suggested they also return to
and break quorum after the first
seminar
will be held at UNM July
referendum
question
to
the
spring
request funding from the new
defeat of the budget, which would
request the money again when t :. Senate.
24·28,
and
will be sponsored by
ballot.
The
referendum
will
have made it impossible for
the wee.
attempt
to
e:au!!e
student
resoonse
Senate to reconsider the measure.
•bl-1 ~
-...
,_.
Senate then passed 9-6 a $2000 to a proposed "joint treaty of
peace
between
the
people
of
the
0
~
emergency allocation to the wee,
United States, South Vietnam and
and reconsidered the budget.
North Vietnam."
Senate earlier in the debate
Senate also passed unanimously
killed a proposed budget
amendment to transfer $2500 a resolution calling for a public
from the Cultural Program hearing on the recent dismissal of
Director of Student Activities Carl
Committee allocation to the WCC Jackson.
budget.
The resolution passed after
"I want to point out to the
student body we did not railroad nearly an hour of shouting among
these young ladies into taking the senators and the crowded
$2000," said Vice President Sam gallery, many of whom were
members of Black Students
Johnson after passage of the wee Union.
allocation.
I
L, ..
. ·-- J
Seidler Dismissal
Senate also killed 8·6, with two
In other action, Senate passed a
abstentions, a proposed transfer
resolution
asking the UNM regents
of funds from the Chaparral
to hold an open hearing or an
allocation to Agora.
In addition, Senate killed a investigation of the charges leading
proposal by Sen. Jerry Buckner to to the dismissal of Armond
give Intermural and Recreation Seidler, chairman of the
Board an additional $10,000 for department of health, recreation
Senators Have
next year. Senate also stipulated and physical education.
Senate also allocated $1100 to
the board would be reorganized to
Soft-Comparatively
the
Student Veterans Association
see which organizations it should
to send four veterans to a national
fund.
Things could be worse
Debate on the budget was held conference which will attempt to
WASHINGTON (UPI)-900
an increase in veterans'
department: While senators
up while Senate argued for 40 obtain
benefits.
young men who fought in veterans to use the Mall would set
and
members
of
the
gallery
minutes on how to shorten debate
Vietnam today defied a Supreme a precedent for other
The bill originally passed with a
yawned and rubbed their
on the budget. They finally
Court
order forbidding a campout demonstrations-many of which
bleary eyes as the Senate
consid<>red the budget item by $1600 allocation, but Sen. Kerry
will attract tens of
on the Capitol Mall.
Sullivan moved to have the bill
mf.'eting dragged on last night,
itl'm.
thousands-planned over the next
Battle·dressed veterans, some few
reconsidered after a check of the
a lone man in a s<>t of blue
months.
Constitution Revision
with empty sleeves and trouser
work clothes waited outside
During the six -and-a • half·hour figures showc>d $25 per person per
Former
Attorney General
legs, wearing war ribbons and
the chamber and shook his
mec>ting, Senate also approved a night for lodging and $4.08 per
Ramsey
Clark,
who argued the
medals stretched out in bedrolls
head ruefully.
revised ASUNM Constitution to pl'rson pl'r meal had been
veterans'
case,
announced the
or huddled under plastic trash
decision.
"I
wish
I
had some good
be placed on a referendum in the allocated. Several senators
Union
night
foreman
John
bags at the foot of Capitol Hill in
objected to the bill, arguing the
April 28 election.
news for you fellows, but 1
Skulis
knew
he
would
be
in
the
the
mid-point
of
a
week
of
cost estimates were too high.
Changes from the present
Senate chamber long after the
planned demonstrations don't," Clark said over
Early in the meeting, Senate
Constitution include a senatorial
factions had gone home.
advocating withdrawal of U.S. loudspeakers. He flashed the
conflict of interl'st clause, a passed two measures to help
two-finger peace sign after
troops
from Indochina.
"I've got to be around to
explaining the details.
provision for proxy voting, a handicapped students on campus.
A
U.S.
Park
Police
Field
Parking Areas
clean up after them," he said.
The announcement was greeted
provision for appointments to
Commander, Lt. William Kinsey,
The
first
measure
asked
30
with
cadenced chants of "Hell no,
Senate vacancies from candidates
said there would be no arrests
parking places be reserv<>d at the
we
won't
go-Hell no, we won't
while the veterans slept. "We're go."
not going to pick up some
The vote was taken to remain,
wounded veteran and throw him
with
the stipulation that any men
into the street," he said. Other
arrested
for violating the order
officers said they would act only
would
go
peacefully.
under orders from the Justice
A
Justice
Department
Department, which were expected
spokesman
interpreted
the ruling
to come later today.
to
mean
"they're
in
compliance"
The veterans voted 480 to 400
Wednesday
to remain on the Mall as long as the veterans do not
WASHINGTON (UPI)-House
in spite of the Supreml.' Court actually sleep on the Mall. But
Meantitne he told a reporter he
Democratic LE'ader HalE' Boggs
Boggs' aides privately have
order upholding Interior former Navy Lt. (J.G.) John
today stuck to his d<>mand that J. was not backing down. "Are you
accused the Justice Department of
kidding?" he asked, displaying a
Department regulations against Kerry, a Yale University graduate
Edgar Hoov<>r be firl'd.
leaking
to
the
press
in
reeent
days
text of his speech. "I'm throwing
camping in public parks because who is a leader of the organizing
The Louisiana democrat on everything
parts of the evidence he expected
I've
got
at
them."
of sanitation hazards. The Justice Vietnam Veterans Against the War
April 5 charged the 76·year·old
to cite in support of his charge
(VV AW), announced that, "We
Rep.
Samuel
L.
Devkne
Department
also said allowing the stay
FBI chief with adopting the
and we sleep."
that the FBI had conducted
surveillance tactics of Hitler's (R·Ohio) a former special agent of improper surveillance of members
of Congress.
gestapo. HI' told the Hous<' then the FBI, got permission to address
the FBI had tapped telephones of th c House for an hour
The apparent object, they said,
House and Sc>nat<> membf.'rs and immt>diately following Boggs'
was to minimize impact of Boggs'
disclosures.
said "the way Mr. Hoover is rcmarks and was preparing a
defense of the agency and
running th<> FBI today it is no staunch
They referred to published
its wtcran director.
longer a fr<>e country."
accounts, confirmed by the
Devk1;e made public a Iettl'r
Justice Department, that records
Top administration officials
from
Hoover thanking him for his
some of Boggs' long distance calls
and key republican lawmakers
had been obtained by the FBI in
demanded Boggs retract his charge support and charging that
an investigation of an alleged
or submit proof of its truth. He "irresponsible charges of the
influence attempt by a Baltimore
refused to apologize and promised naturl' which have been made
contractor who built and addition
to lay out in a House Sp!'ech late against us in recent. weeks could
on Boggs' house; and that FBI
today "proof positive" to back up severely affect the FBI's
efficiency" unless the charges
his accusations.
agents monitored calls to Rep.
were properly answered.
John Dowdy (D·Texas) from the
other end a11d with permission of
the caller-a practice held proper
in recent court findings. Dowdy
later
was indicted on bribery
A resolution calling for a public Hamilton, reads: "Whereas: Mr.
hearing on the dismissal of Carl Jackson has been arbitrarily and charges.
Denial
Jackson as director of student without stated cause dismissed
Justice Department and FBI
activities was passed unanimously from his position, and
officials have denied they ever
last night by ASUNM Senate.
Whereas: Mr. Jackson's firing tapped congressmen's phones.
Vice President for Student negatively affects us as students,
They said agents' action in the
Affairs Harold Lavend<>r told The
Be it resolvt'd that: the Boggs and Dowdy eases were in
Lobo last night he had informed Stud£'nt Scmate of UNM supports
Jackson his contract would not be Mr. Jackson's struggle for line with proper techniques in
rC' commended for n'nC'wal for rl'instatemenL, and that the investigating possible crimes.
Boggs' charges touched off the
next year.
Student Senate requests an
hottest
controversy to encompass
Lavender would say nothittg immediate enumeration of the
Hoover
in the 46 yeat's he has
more on the subjC'ct.
chargps against Mr. Jackson. Also been the FBI's chief. Few
Gary Gordon, a Black Studt'llts we request an opt>n and public congressmen have rallied to Boggs'
Union member who addressed the hearing be ht-ld regarding this side, and many have denounced
Senate last night said Lavender's matter."
his charges as irresponsible.
Senate vot!'d on the resolution·
reason for not renewing the
Among recent defenders of
contract was a personal loss of twice since, on its first adoption, Hoover and his investigative
faith ilt Jackson.
the words "for reinstatement" agency was the Daughters of the
were
deleted.
Gordon said the BSU
American Revolution (DAR),
Photo by Chuck l•'eil
After
heated debate and Which
CC:11lidered the dismissal "brief,
in
convention
here
Students
for
environmental
acshouting from the gallery, the Wednesday adopted a resolution
invalid and possibly racial."
tion ar'e selling coffee and tea on
words were reinserted and the praising Hoover for his tireless
5¢Per
the Mall at 5c per cup for people
The Senate resolution, resolution passed in its final fortn
intt·oduced by Settator Ray after a full hour of consideration. work, personal ilttegrity and
who bring their own non-dispos·
ethics.
able cups. They are also selling
Thursday, April22, 1971
homemade bal!ed goods.
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ASUNM Attorney General Lee
Horner is a day late and a dollar
short.
Horner, in a letter addressed to
Elections Commission Chairman
Debbie Bruns, suggested the spring
election be extended to five days.
"Should you choose to hold an
election of less than this period of
time, my office will challenge the
validity of such an election within
Student Court," his letter stated.
If Horner wanted a five-day
election period so badly, why didn't
he say anything before polling places
were selected, the number of
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MEXICO

I

It

By JIM TROST
Not so long ago, a novice to the
U.S. House of Representatives rose
Only by complete withdrawal of
from his seat in the back of the
all of our troops can we hope to
house to make a speech critical of
reduce the death rate, negotiate with
the President's conduct of the war.
Hanoi for the release of U.S.
The congressman felt compelled to
prisoners, avoid the risk of future
speak because "every silent vote
deeper entanglements and move the;
given for supplies was an
South Vietnamese to assume
endorsement of his (the President's) leaders and our very morality as a
responsibility
for their own dPstiny.
course."
While President Nixon has pledged
people grows daily as it did then. Yet
to remove American troops from A Gallup Poll of Jan. 31, 1971,
He cried out against an this war goes on.
showed that 73 percent of
administration that would lead
Congress, on Dec. 30, 1970, Indochina, and has withdrawn some, Americans want their eongressmnn
American soldiers to "robbery and repealed the Tonkin Gulf resolution he has not made clear the extent of to vote to withdraw U.S. troops by
.·
dishonor.. , in aid of a war of rapine previously asserted by the Stat~ the pullout. Will Air Porce and
the end of this year. The people are
and murder." He deplored the Department to be the legal basis for supply troops be left indefinitely? of one mind. What remains to be
bankrupt politicians who sent armies our involvement in Indochina. Although we're not told the answer, done is legislate an end to the war.
to foreign lands "to record their Although Congress is guaranteed recent statements by the
Until very reeently, the significant
infamy and shame in the blood of power under the constitution to administration lead us to believe that
resistance
to continuance of tlw war
this
is
so.
While
this
policy
may
poor, innocent, inoffending determine when and where we will
result
in
the
reduction
of
U.S.
has been conducted by thp SPnate.
people ... and lay waste and pillage wage war, neither the past nor
to the land."
casualties,
Air
Porce
cluster
and
The
House of Representatives has,
present administration has consulted
phospherous
bombs,
used
in
heavy
by
overwhelming
majoriti<~s. rubber
Regarding the President's request with a troubled Congress. Instead the
stamped the polieiPs of th<,
for additional military responsibilities of Congress regarding concentrations, are certainly as
effective
in
annihilation
of
civilian
administration
which is prolonging
appropriations to bring the war to a w~ have been usurped by a small
populations
as
bullets,
said
Rep.
Paul
the war. Unlike that house of 1848
close, the congressman said "How dtrectorate which includes the
McClosky
who
recently
returned
which
eondemned a dishonorable
like the half-insane mumbli~gs of a President and his advisors. And the
war
continues.
war,
leadership
from
Laos.
So
the
war
and
of both parties in the
fever dream is the whole war part of
destruction
will
persist.
his late message."
house has backed the President's
slow
suffocating policy of stalematP.
The time was Jan. 12, 1848; the
recent developments as the
Such
speaker was Abraham Lincoln
Vietnam Disengagement Act of
first-term congressman from Illinois:
1971,
the House Democratic
Lincoln's remarks were directed to
Statement of March, 1971, and the
President Polk, who for the previous
House
Republican Statement of
20 months had directed a "little
April,
1971,
lead one to hope that
war" against Mexico - one of the
effe?tive leadership opposing the
first of the "little wars" perpetrated
contmuance
of the war is at last
by the United States rulainst small
emerging
in
the
House.
underdeveloped nations "over the last'
130 years. Lincoln was reflecting the
This movement in the Congress
war-weariness, revulsion and division
~hould not be lost to the voters. This
that existed in much of the nation
1s the crucial time to act. Urge your
concerning an unjust and
congressman, especially your
expansionistic war.
represen~a~ive in the house, to join
Quite predictably, his political
the coahtton which demands total
enemies accused him of giving aid
withdrawal of U.S. troops from
and comfort to the enemy and of
Indochina by the end of 1971. They
treason. " ... Will they allow him to
mu_st . be made to respond to the
go unrebuked who pleased here ...
maJonty of the American people.
the cause of the guerilla bandit that
This war has already resulted in
draws his weapon reeking with the
the
wreckage to the people of
blood of our assasinated
Indochina and of America that defies
countrymen?" And again of Lincoln,
belief. The indictments rise from the
"His base, dastardly and treasonable
des.truction
of property and the
assault upon President Polk" and
envrronment, the personal tragedies
''the resolutions offered by him
anli incalculable deaths the
·against his own government" were
retardation of social progress a~d the
infamous.
deep division that exists between
. Today we find ourselves once
neighbors.
Our failure to stop this
again engaged in a conflict on the
disaster now will be condemned by
soil of a small, underdeveloped
al~
future generations but most
nation. This war, however, has been
P~hfully and thoroughly by our own
much bloodier and protracted than
children. As _Allen Nevins, writing of
that with Mexico. Uncertainty about
another ternbl~ ordeal, stated, that
our objectives, our militaristic
s
~o?demnatwn
will be "the
posture, the truthfulness of our
md~ctment
of political leaders and
Meeting The Withdrawal Deadline
behmd them, of a while nation it's
spirit and civilization."
'

opinion

End The War Now

Promises 'Proof Positive' to Support Charges

Boggs Renews Attack on Hoover

Senate Requests ] ackson Hearing

Court Orders Withdrawal
Of Vets from Capitol Hill

C]PP Director Ozttlines Project

DeBell Speech Flighlights Week

Will Examine Operation of Criminal Justice System
By PETER KATEL
William Partridge, director of
the new ISRAD Criminal Justir.e
Program ( CJPP) outlined proposed procedures for the study,
but declined comment on campus
controversy on the project.
The CJPP was created thl•ough
a $297,600 grant from the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration of the Justice Department,
Partridge, whose previous experience has included much work
in the systems analysis approach
to organizational problems, said
the CJPP "will examine every aspect of the criminal justice tiystem
and its operation."
Patridge declined to comment on
the controversy caused by CJPP
on campus. Faculty from several
departments have accused ISRAD
of not communicating information
about the project to instructors
and students with knowledge and
expertise in areas relevant to the
project.
Project SEARCH
Some question has also been
raised about the fact that LEAA is

*
ree

also involved in Project SEARCH,
a computer information system on
Ia w offenders.
Former New Mexico governor
Jack Campbell, director of ISRAD,
spoke of the controversy about the
project. "The project created particularly in the sociology department-some concern that we
were going into a mechanical
thing-installing a computer and
f'reezing inefficiencies. We have
no intention of doing it that way.
We plan to tap the resomces of
the University and I hope we are
able to avoid that kind of conflict."
Comt>Uter Development
Partridge said that computer information systems lika Project
SEARCH "offer greater opportunity for protection of individual
rights. A computer can have editing rules, it can look for court
disposition where an arrest is indicated. Computer systems are a
fact of life, the question is how
well they.can be developed.''
1'he method of operation of the
project, said Partridge, "will be
priority analysis, followed by
project definition. The major substantive projects for change will
be conducted by the agencies for

the criminal justice system. One
of our major areas of research
will be to assess the quality of
the criminal justice system."
Campbell said "we give the
agencies our opinion. They don't
have to accept it, but we don't
foresee any serious problems of
that kind."
Evalaution
"We've asked the Police DeJlartment and other agenices to
evaluate what they need" said
Campbell, "but we have to be
careful that we don't perpetuate
practices which will have to be
changed,"
Partridge said "what this program is all about is the best possible system of criminal justicebest in terms of prevention, in
terms of civil rights and in terms
of the public's rights. Asked
about possible contradictions between the goals of p1·evention and
of public rights, Partridge said
"the combination of order and
freedom represent one of our
greatest challenges. A balance is
needed to preserve order and justice. It is very exciting to work in
this area."
Minority Problems
Campbell said that CJPP would
have a role in trying to end
problems between police and minority groups but that "mainly,
the problem must be solved between the police and the organization in question."
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Visiting Professor
John Francis Bannon has been
named visiting professor of
history at UNM for the 1971-72
academic year.
He will replace history
professor Donald Cutter, who has
received a Fulbright Grant to
teach in Mexico for a year.
Bannon, recognized authority
on Southwestern history, has been
chairman of the department of
histocy at St. Louis University
since 1943.
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Environmentalist Speaks Friday 8 p.m. Union Ballroom
Garrett DeBell, editor of the
bestseller 'The Environmental
Handbook,' will speak as a part of
the Earth Week activities April 23
at 8 p.m. in the Union ballroom.
'The Environmt:utul Handbook'
was prepared for the first National
Environmental Teach-In and the
Voter's Guide to Environmental
Politics.
DeBell's book was used before
Earth Day 1970, by educators,
university groups and civic
organizations throughout the
country. On the New York Times
Bestseller List for weeks, over 1

Government Awards
;Marijuana Contract
Photo by Pnt McArdle

Trash

Women's Center Receives
$250 GSAC Allocation
The UNM Women's
Coordinating Center received a
$2 50 allocation from the
Graduate Studant Association
Council (GSAC) Tuesday night, as
16 representatives of the womt•n's
organization formed th<:! largest
lobby effort of any group in
recent GSAC history to attend a
meeting and petition for funds.
A bill asking for funds for the
Women's Centl'r was defeated at
an earlier GSAC meeting because
representatives said the women's
group had not outlined their
programs sufficiantly to be
considered.
Bill Pickens, history
department council alternate,
asked for reconsideration of the
defeated funding bill, and when it
was granted, called for the
substitution of a new bill. His
maneuvers allowed the bill to be
acted on and passed 15-2 at
Tuesday's meeting instead of
waiting until the next GSAC
meeting, as is normal procedure.
In defending ·the funding
measure, Mary Maxine, a graduate
student spokeswoman for the
Women's Center, said "all we
want to do is see to it the women
at UNM get a fair shake with the
other people at the University.
Before the GSAC approved the
allocation of money to buy
books, provide counseling for
UNM women, compile
bibliographies on women and
research and record the status of
all women at UNM, it voted to
change wording of the bill to
exclude a line stating "UNM does

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

not recognize that ihare is
discrimination against women."
New wording was agrt~<'d upon
by the council and Women's
Center leaders, which said there
are no "working" channels at
UNM for complaints of
discrimination to be heard.
Maxine and other members of
the women's group claimed UNM
has made "only token moves" to
recognize and correct
discrimination in the form of a
committee to investigate claims of
unfair practices set up by Chester
Travelstead, vice president for
academic affairs. They claimed
women had approached the
committee and had "been given
the run around."
Predicting UNM might face
court suits i f alleged
discriminatory practices against
women were not investigated and
corrected, Maxine said the
development of a women's center
to collect statistics and distrubut!'
information would br on<' sf.<'p in
avoiding possible legal actions.
"Action brought. against the
Univarsily could result in the
federal gov<>rnment cutting off
Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW) funds, said Maxine, She
cited a cas<> where this procedure
had been used at the University of
Michigan, which lost "$80 million
in HEW money."
One project the Women's
Center has already started without
student government funding is the
initiation of class<?s to study
women in history and women in
literature.
To initiate their program of
activities this year the Center is
planning to hold a conference
April 23, to discuss a Women's
Studies Program at UNM.
·

lOc BEER
Every Tue. !H. PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central al Univer>ity
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What do

Lobo Goof
The Walter Keller Memorial
Concert, presented by the faculty,
will be g-iven in the Recital Hall at
4 p.m. Sunday, not Saturday, as
reported in yesterday's Lobo.
In 1969 there were 7144
hospitals in the United StatPs with
1,649,663 beds.

**
**
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All UNM Students
Now Near You-A New

Budweiser.
YOU'VE SAID IT ALL!
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.

A large trash container, located
on the west side of the Union, has
been set UJl during- Earth W eel< to
remind people to curb litter. The
non-recyclable portions of the litter are scheduled to be shipped to
C'alifornia.

BULLETIN

WHEN YOU SAY

•

ST. LOUIS

million copias of the book have melhods of dPaling with the
been sold.
environmental crisis.
During the first Earth Week,
Ha is currently working with
DeBell travt>led to universities aud small conservationist groups and is
high schools over the country teaching ecology at a free,
speaking on ecology.
student-run university.
His latest book, 'The Voter's
As the ecological crisis is slowly
Guide to Environmental Politics:
Before, During and Aner solved, DeBell has said he plans to
Election,' is based on his further study the specialized
experience as a registered lobbyist species of wolf spiders. DeBell's
and ecologist representing Zero speech is sponsored by the
Students for Environmental
Population Growth.
De Bell's interest in ecology Action and the Speakers
began early in life in the Committee. There will be no
mountains and deserts of the admission charge for students.
West. He has earned a B.A. in
biology from Stanford University
GETIING IT TOGETHER?
and began work on a Ph.D. in
Are you aware of the Mental Health
ecology at the University of
Team, providing counseling with stu·
California.
dents for a variety of social-personal
Frustrated by organized
difficulties? At the Student Health
ecology programs DeBell dropped
Center, 277-3136
out of the university to devote
more time to more activist

Garrett DeBell

AAHE Council Schedules
Cultural Awareness Meet
The need for cultural awareness
on th a part of colleges and
universities in the Southwest will
be the focus for a program effort
by a newly formed regional
organization.
At a two-day meeting in
Albuquerque, ending Monday
(4/19 ), the Southwest Regional
Council of th!' American
Association for Higher Education
(AAHE) mapped plans for a fall
cultural awareness conference and
the development of case studies
and other reference material
concerned wiLh the cultural
diversity of the region.
Additionally, the group
blueprinted a volunteer consulting
service to help individual
institutions in the region seek
solutions to the many major
problems facing higher educa lion.
Consultants will be drawn from
AAHE members in six
states-Arizona, NPw Mexico,
Tf'xas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and
Louisiana.
The Albuquerque meeting was
the second for the council, one of
six such regional organizations
formed earlier this year by the
AAHE with the help of a grant
from the Kellogg Foundation.
Each council is empowered to
develop its own programs related
to the higher education needs of
the region.
At a February meeting in
Dallas, the Southwest Council gave
top priority to "the need for a
cultural awareness on the part of
institutions of higher education
that will enable them to recognize
and respond to the educational
needs of socio-economically
disadvantaged and minority
students." The issue is one of the
top five problems facing
Southwestern colleges and
universities, according to a survey
of institutions in the region
included by the Council.
Consultants from several UNM
programs for ethnic minority
students met with council
members during the meeting here
to point up needs and explain
UNM efforts. These included John

Aragon, director of the Cultural
AwnrcnE>ss Center; Ted Martinez,
assistant to the president; Dan
Chaves, director of the College
Em·i chmen t Program; Alonzo
Atencio, assistant dean for
student affairs at the School of
Medicine, and Law School
d can -elect Frederick Dart,
director of the school's American
Indian Law scholarship program.
Ralph C. Atkinson, vice
president for academic affairs,
Dallas Baptist College, said faculty
members, administrators,
students, and regents will be
invited to participate in the fall
cultural awareness conference.
The meeting site will be
announced later.
In addition to the problems and
issues associated with cultural
diversity, the other top problems
as ranked by presidents of
institutions of higher education in
the region arc accountability,
survival of private institutions,
s tuden i concerns with the
improvement of instruction, and
the need for orderly change in
higher education.
The Council, Atkinson said,
will seek to develop specific
programs to deal with these
concerns, as well as other pressing
problems.
Besides surveying the region for
a ranking of problem areas, the
council also distributed a
questionnaire seeking information
about existing programs dealing
with ethnic mi11orities and
cultural awareness. Information
obtained in both surveys will be
distrubuted to the institutions and
to the public early this summer,
he said. Programs for minority
groups which appear to have been
successful or to have potential for
success, will be outlined in detail
for references used by intarested
schools.
From the initial reading of the
survey, Atkinson said, it appears
as though approximately half of
the institutions in the six states
have soma sorts of special
programs for members of ethnic
minorities.

WASHINGTON (CPS)-In the
name of research, the U.S.
government has gone to pot, but
it won't say where.
The National Cancer Institute
has awarded a contract to a
suburban Virginia laboratory to
make two million marijuana
cigarettes and then use them to
determine if smoking large
amounts of marijuana can lead to
cancer.
But an institute spokesman says
the location of the project can not
be disclosed, because of "security
reasons."
Jamas Kieley says securi(:y
dictated that the amount of
marijuana stored for experiments
or the length of the research
contract also be kapt secret. He
said the unnamed company
awarded the contract already has
been studying tha possibility that
tobacco smoking leads to cancer
under a June, 1969 contract.
Total cost of the combined
marijuana and tobacco contracts
is $611,448, Kieley says.
The marijuana cigarettes will be
puffad in smoking machines and
the condensates from the
cigarettes then will be used in
tests upon mice and hamsters at
several laboratories, he said.

April is Diamond Month
What better way to invest in your marital future than to
select your diamond engagement ring now. Columbia
Diamond Rings exclusively at

JEWELERS
6917LomasN.E.
(only at) 3100 C'..entral S.E.

"The Unusual as Usual,.
6609

For Any 15¢ D1ink
With a 79¢ Arhy's

1\fENAUL BLVD.,

N.E.

TELEPHONE

268·4480

I

fHE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL
AND 1'HE CULTURAL PROGRAM CoMMITTEE
PRESENT

REPERTOF"Y

DAl'JCE THEATER

Saturday. May r-8:15 P.M.
Tickets $5.50, 5.oo, 4·50, 4.00, 3·50

UNM Students with Act. Cards

l;f Price

Lecture-Demonstration Fdday,
April go, 4:oo P.M.
Free to the Public

Telephone 277·3l21

Toy Store ........

featuring a complete line of

toys & novelties
10% Discount With This Ad

HEAVY ON FRISBEES-GAMES-MODELS

LASS & LAD TOYS
Nob

Hill Shopping Center-268-6800
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Local Climate Favors Home-Grown Organic Gardens

-Saving Money Can Help Ecology
"THE USER'S GUIDE TO
THE PROTECTION OF THE
ENVIRONMENT"-Paul Swatek
(Ballentine Books/$1.25
paperback.
(Editor's Note: Junith Murillo
works as a secretary for NROTC,
has been interested in the state of
the environment for several years.
She has been doing volunteer
work for Albuquerque's Ecology
Center, and did similar work for
two years in Houston, "where it
really stinks!")
More and more people are
becoming concerned about their
environment. Perhaps not
everyone knows what ecology
means, but there are many who
do know what pollution,
junkyards and litter are. At times
many of our environmental
problems seem to be so great that
an individual is powerless to do
anything: how can one indiVidual
move General Motors?
"The User's Guide To The
Protection Of The Environment"
does not attempt to solve our
environmental problems with any

the
best
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large scale answers. Rather, it aims
at what just one individual can do
and that makes it a good starting
point for everyone.
Swatek's book is full of
suggestions, helpful hints and
ideas. His main purpose is to
re-orient the reader's thinking
from a consuming point of view
to a using point of view. Everyone
uses and consumes the earth's
resources; using can be done in
harmony with the environment,
consuming cannot. "The User's
Guide" stresses a common-sense
approach to using our resources
rather than strong "do's and
don'ts."
Industry seems to be telling us
that we need a variety of products
to make our lives easier, cleaner,
etc. But do we really need all
these things?
For example, how does food
packaging benefit us and our
environment? Swatek shows it is
more expensive to buy
one-serving-per-box cereal,
boil-in-a-bag vegetables and
no-return bottles. Not only do
these items cost the buyer more,
they use more resources,
sometimes pollute the food with
wax and plastic, and produce
more solid waste.
In some instances the cost to
the environment is extreme. It
takes 1000 pounds of potatoes to
get 250 pounds of potato chips,
and there are eight gallons of
waste water per pound of potato
chips. The waste load of the
average daily tonnage of potatoes
generates an untreated waste load
equivalent to 5.5 million people.
.Four of the nation's major fish
kills between 1960·69 occurred

SUMMER JOBS

in talking to college men about full time summer employment.
Only those with C average or better need apply. Average profit per month
$600. Interviews of 3:00, 7:00, 9:30 PM Thurs. April 22, Howard Johnson's
Motel {midtown). Calf Dr. Samuel or osk for room ot desk.

Shake

the blues.
2300 Central SE
(across from Popejoy Hall)

Eat,drink and be merry!

on the Snake River in Idaho
because of inadequately treated
potato waste. (A potato chip is 40
percent oil.) Still want a potato
chip ... ?
One area in which Swatek does
issue a strong "don't" is in the use
of pesticides and herbicides. He
offers several alternatives;
preventive measures, organic
gardening and companies which
supply natural controls like
ladybugs. But he has also listed all
the major pesticides and
herbicides, their primary function
and side effects. He views this as
sort of a lazy man's way but
recognizes that people do now use
and are going to continue to use
these. He has detailed instructions
on what kind of pesticide to use,
where to use it and where not to
use it. (Very few people want
Chlorodane in their water supply.)
"The User's Guide" attempts to
point out all the hidden costs the
user pays either in terms of
money, health or the
environment. Electricity costs
money and hints on cutting down
on electrical consumption saves
the user money, but the real
savings go to our environment.
Electrical power plants are a
major pollution source and the
less electricity used, the less that
has to be produced, which means
less pollution. Swatek has lists of
appliances and their power
consumption and comparisons
between different types of power.
For example, a gas water heater
uses less energy than an electric
one, therefore using a gas water
heater cuts down on electrical
consumption-that is common
sense.
Swatek has many good
suggestions, hints, facts and
figures on a wide variety of
things; noise pollution, solid
waste control, housing
construction, cosmetics, clothing,
transportation and life and death.
His book does not attempt to go
beyond what one individual can
do; his purpose was not to discuss
environmental problems on any
over-all view.
What can a single individual do?
He can start by cutting down the
five pounds of waste he produces
each day. For by 1980 he will be
producing eight pounds per day.
What good does it do if only one
person cuts down? Eight pounds
of waste is not as bad as 16
pounds. Become a user. Read
"The User's Guide To The
P r o t e c t i o n Of The
Environment"-then share it with
someone else.
Junith Murillo

May Concert

Nigel Olsson (above), drummer,
and Dee Murray, bass, will back
up Elton John in his May 15 show
at the U. Arena.

'Woodstock~ Two'

Features
Groups from First Album
"WOODSTOCK TWO"- various artists ( Cotillion/SD2-400).
It's not as good as the first Woodstock album. But it's good enough
and important enough that almost
anyone who has any rock albums
in their life will want this one too.
Its appearance was inevitable,
and was predicted almost as soon
as the first one was released. Even
though "Woodstock" was a tlll'ee
album set encompassing performances of 17 artists or groups,
everyone knew there was too much
good music laid down that historic
weekend to be contained in one
release.
Six of the groups on "Woodstock Two" had something on the
first album; Melanie and Mountain
are new to the scene for those who
weren't there. I'm rapidly becoming a delirious Melanie freak, so
I'm quite happy whatever powersthat-be decided to include two of
her songs to finish up Side Three.
Seeing li'l Melanie up there on
stage pouring out sunshine and
"My Beautiful People" to a quarter million of them must have been
unforgetahle; it's a very special
part of this album.
Mountain's performance, on the
other hand, doesn't move me
much. I've heard and read more
than once how good they were at
the festival, but it doesn't come
through in this album.
All of Side One is Jimi Hendrix.
The three numbers are good but
not to be classed among his best
recorded work; it doesn't even approach his "Star Spangled Banner/Purple Haze'' from the first
album. But the rapping between
numbers included here, though
brief. is enough in itself to make

the whole album special to anyone
who loved him.
C, S, N & Y also land 'three numbers here, after two on the first
one, and I really think they're
overrepresented. Joan Baez and
the Butterfield Blues Band have
one each; they're both good, but
that's enough. Jefferson Airplane's two songs al'e what I've
waited for since they whetted my
interest with a measley 2 ;-:!4 "Volunteers" on "\Voodstock." The Air
plane only have to be good to be
better than almost anyone else,
and they're good here. There's
also a little incoherency from
stoned Gracie included.
But they saved the best number
for last: 13 minutes of "Woodstock Boogie" from Canned Heat.
Anybody who loves good boogie
can't pass this up; it';; probii5ly
the best they've got on record.
Five discs now and: The Band,
Johnny Winter, Janis Joplin, the
Grateful Dead, Creedence Clearwater Revival, and a few othersstill haven't had their Woodstock
performances released. Anyone
want to l>~t "Woodstock Three"
won't pop up within a year?
Charles Andrews

(Editor's note: This is the
second of a two·part series on
organic food-its growth and
preparation. This is a part of The
Lobo's special series for Earth
Week.)
By AARON HOWARD
The b·ees and shrubs are
budding and the last killing frost
will be here between now and the
next two weeks. It's time to begin
pI anning what sorts of fruits,
· vegetables and herbs you want to
plant in your garden or backyard.
Growing your own food is easy
in Albuquerque where there is a
long growing season. The
advantages to growing your own
food are that you can be sure
your foods are free of chemicals,
pesticides and other poisons. No
matter how fresh the food might
seem in a local market, there is
something special about eating
food that you have just plucked
from the ground.
Preparation for planting should
begin right now with the choice of
location of your garden, and
collection of seeds and fertilizers.
The important thing to
remember about selecting a
location is to avoid places where
trees will compete with plants for
sunshine and moisture.
Alkaline Soil
The soil in Albuquerque is
generally moderately alkaline with
an average pH of 7.8. There is not
much organic matter in the soil
although the earth has a higher
phosphate content than many
areas in the state.
This means that some kind of
fertilizer must be added to the
soil, particularly to increase
organic matter in the earth.
All kinds of manure and
compost are the best source of
organic matter. These include
clippings, plant residue, rotten
fruits and vegetables, coffee
grounds and animal excrement.
Those people who want to engage
in strictly organic farming will
want to use only natural
fertilizers.
Other people might want to
add commercial fertilizers
containing nitrogen, phosphorus
and potassium. These three
nutirient.s are ess~ntial to enrich
local soil.
Soil Information
Information on soil
composition and on taking soil
tests is available from the
Bernalillo County Extension

Office.
Application of fertilizer should
be done using half the fertilizer
just before planting and the other
half of the fertilizer during the
growing season, Two pounds of
actual nitrogen and two pounds of
natural phosphates is a rule of
thumb measurement for a garden.
This means that one should be
careful to find out how much
nitrogen and phosphates are in the
fertilizer before application.
Due to the long growing season,
one may plan for two growing
seasons in one garden. The
summer season is beginning about
this time and ends with a late
summer or early fall harvest. The
hardier, cool season vegetables
should be planted in late summer
or early fall land harvested in late
fall or early winter.
Summer crops which should be
planted in the next few weeks
inc! ude cantaloupes, tomatoes,
cucumbers, chili, squash,
watermelons, corn, beans, peas,
pumpkins, peppers and eggplant.
Some fall crops are lettuce,
spinach, cabbage, cauliflower,
greens and carrots.
Plant Rows
After the soil has been fertilized
and you are ready for planting,
seedbeds and plant rows should be
prepared. Seeds must be planted
in raised vegetable beds, six to
eight inches high, 20-24 inches
wide with an irrigation furrow of

16-20 inches between beds
recommended.
The advantages of raised beds is
to keep the plants out of
irrigation water, reduce the
chances of disease and make for
easy irrigation.
Plants such as tomatoes, squash
and cantaloupes require twice as
much width on their vegetable
beds as plants which need less
room to attain full growth. Beds
and rows should be as straight as
possible for good drainage.
Small vegetable seeds should be
planted about one-quarter inch
deep. Larger seeds should be
planted about one-quarter inch
deep. Larger seeds should be
planted from a half inch to an
inch deep. Seeds should not be
~owed thickly. After sowing the
seed, cover and firm the soil
around them.
After planting, irrigate lightly
every day until the seeds sprout.
Then whenever you water the
plants, make sure the soil is
thoroughly wet instead of wetting
only the top two or three inches.
Mulching
Mulching the soil around plants
is a good way to combat weeds
and save on water. Straw, manure,
sawdust, clippings and even
newspapers are good mulching
materials.
As the plants begin to grow,
one should thin out the rows so
there is no overcrowding.

Crowded plant rows result in
small and t:igly looking plants.
Distances between plants vary a
great deal. Carrots, beans, peas,
lettuce and onions require
distances of two to four inches
between plants. Other crops like
cabbage, cantaloupe, cucumbers,
peppers, squash and chili need
about 18 inches between plants.
The worst enemies of your
garden plants are weeds, pests and
neglect.
Manure often contains weed
seeds and weeds will multiply
rapidly among your plants
because of the availability of
water, Weeding should be done
everyday by hand instead of
relying on chemical weedkillers.
Insect pests might be another
problem although insects tend to
be less of a bother in small
gardens than on large farms.
Organic farmers encourage control
of pests by a balance of beneficial
species of insects and birds.
Insects like ladybugs and praying
mantises should be encouraged
because they eat most insect
pests.
Since birds feed mainly on
insects they should also be
encouraged. Construction of a bird
feeder might do more than gallons
of chemical spray to keep away
destructive insects.
Neglect is the ruin of many a
good beginning in a garden.
During the parching summer days

in Albuquerque, many a gardl'n
has wilted and diPd due to lack of
water b~cause someone was too
preoccupied to watr>t' the garden.
Growing your own food takes
care and attention every day. But
the rewards of working with the
soil and participating in the earth
life c.ycle far exceeds the effort.

Suspicious Cabbie
PITTSBURGH (UPI)-Cabbie
Robert Angle suspected trouble
when a rider asked to stop at a
bank and put on a mask before he
entered the building.
Angle, his meter still running,
decided to get help. "I pulled the
key out and went inside a
restaurant and told them to call
the police," he said.
The passenger, described as
mid die-aged and stout, was
nabbed as he returned to his
waiting cab. He was unarmed, but
carried $1700 believed to belong
to the Western Pennsylvania
National Bank.
Hiccoughs are messages from
departed spirits.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry·Cieoning
,_ and Lauhdry ·
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-08~6

concerne
over0 u a ion?

Lock Out
DETROIT (UPI) - About 40
University of Detroit students
were locked out of their sit·in
Friday when they left to find
something to sit on. The students,
protesting the release of a black
history professor, stepped out of
the administration building to
find chairs for their vigil. When
they came back with seats, the
building was locked tight.
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mounting only
Our exclusive "Ring of Life"
shows a jeweled memory of
each loved one. Textured and
polished 10-Karat gold band,
$17.88, plus $2.95 for each synthetic birthstone, or $9.95 each
for genuine diamonds.

Use Zales Layaway Plan
For Mother's Day
OrOneOfOur
Convenient Credit Plans

ZALES®
JEWELERS

SCHWINN LADIES' VARSITY SPORT

• Lightweight frame
•

• Sprocket style
chaingUord
g_ears

a grinderto fill the void
From Turn
GRtNDlm FACTORY

Student Accounts Invited

nt 111 Harvard SEl
( lhc Red, White, nnd
Green Stripped Shop
across from Y nlc- Pnrlt)

92.95

Here's the bike designed lor the serious
cycling girls who want 10 morc" from their
bike than just a ride around iha block.
JO.;peed gears that eat up th; miles
elfortle .. ly, drop handlebars, sports sad.
die dual position broke fevers and a
nu~ber of other reo~urcs packed into
this outstanding bike. Crop in for a test
ride ond find out for yourself what a
difference a Schwinn makes!

10 speed trainer

Downtown 318 Cen?ral SW
Five Points Shopping Center
Open 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 10 AM-9 PM
Winrock Open 10 AM-9 PM Daily
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If America's population continues to grow at a rapid rate, it's a sure
bet that our environmental problems, already very serious, will overwhelm us ... that we will still be paying for MORE (not better)
schools, hourqs, and roads ... that wilderness, privacy, and the quality
of life will erode away.
How can YOU )IVOrk for a better America? By joining Zero Population Growth (ZPG).
ZPG is a grassroots, non-profit organization formed to stop population growth. ZPG concentrates its efforts in education and political
action.
We are educating the American public to the threat of population
growth and encouraging every couple to limit their family to one or
two children. Our political work consists of lobbying at all levels of
government for legislation favoring those who want to keep their families small, and of supporting political candidates with realistic positions
on population and environmental problems ..
Join ZPG today. We have 400 chapters coast-to-coast. There is
probably one near you.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CONTACT:

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
ALBUQUERQUE CHAPTER #50
P 0. Box 14144
Albuquerque, N" M. 87111
(505) 294·0171

..

zero population growth
Page.5

Crucial Road Test for Lobo Nine
The Lobos will match their
22·14 overall record and 2·1 WAC
record against the defending WAC
cham pion Arizona Wildcat
baseball team.
Arizona, with its back to the
wall as never before in the WAC
baseball race, hopes to regain a
winning stride against the
Wolfpack.
The Wildcats stand at 3-3 in
WAC play after losing three
straight games to Arizona State
last weekend.
The Lobes, on the other hand,
are riding a 2-1 conference record
after beating UTEP two games to
one in Albuquerque last weekend.
Arizona coach Frank Sancet
needs a sweep over the
Lobos-there is no tomorrow as

the very next week the Cats have
to go to the Valley of the Sun for
three games against those same
ASU Sun Devils and losses to the
Lobos would virtually put them
out of the race for the Southern
Division crown.
Last year lobo coach Bob Leigh
and his crew took five out of six
from the Wildcats as the series was
highlighted by the first no hitter
in the history of the league when
Jim Kremmel tossed a 1-0 victory
for the historical game. Kremmel
now appears to have snapped out
of a slump that saw him lose four
in a row. Kremmel is now 4-4
after neeting the 11-3 win over
UTEP and is expected to throw
Friday night in Tucson.
Arizona coach Frank Sancet

BE GLAD
A FILM STARRING

The Incredible String Band
with Stone Monkey
and

THE BLUES
According fo Lightnin' Hopkins
plus a special surprise
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
APRIL 25, 6-8-10 PM
SUB THEATER $1.00 with I.D.
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CAMPUS BRIEF§

Play Arizona, Defending WAC Champion

Latin American Series

will counter with Bob Beach (5-2)
on Friday with Saturday starters
being lefty Les Lisowski ( 1-0) and
Mike Bingham (2-2).
The Lobos have continued to
hit the ball well and as team is
hitting the ball at a .335 clip.
Outfielder Bob Faford, ranked
eighth in the nation last we.ek in
batting, leads the team wtth a
.476 average. He also tops the
batters in doubles with 11 and
homers with five.
Larry Minarsich set a UNM
single season record last week
when he came up with his 44th
run batted in to lead the team. He
is batting .380 with 19 extra base
hits. UNM coach Bob Leigh also
has the injured ·Ken Johnson
(.449) and All-WAC Rick Wicks
(.429) over the .400 mark.
The Lobos are still hampered
by Injuries but Leigh will
probably start Ron Adair (.330)
Minarsich
at first, Armando Reyes (.315) at
second, Billy Smith (.308) at
short and Minarsich at third. The
outfield will have Faford in right,
Wicks in left and either Johnson
or Jackie Conners (.270) in
center. Gary Stewart (.234) and
Jim Surber (.164) will share the
UNM goes back to the
catching duties.
tournament
trail this weekend
Sophomore outfielder John
when
coach
Dick
McGuire takes
Glenn leads the· Wildcats at the
his
Lobes
to
the
Sun Devil
plate with a .427 batting average.
intercollegiate golf tournament in
Litchfield, Arizona.
Weigh tlifting
"We just didn't play very well
The Auxiliary Gym of Johnson in Houston and seemed to have
Gymnasium will be the site of the trouble with the trees on the
1971 Region 10 and New Mexico course," said McGuire after his
Open Olympic Lift squad finished in 14th place in
Championships.
last week's All AmPrica
Sanctioned by the New Mexico Intercollegiate. AI Lovato and
Association of the A.A.U., the Andy Boyd each shot 306 at
meet will be held Saturday. Houston but finished well back in
Weigh-in begins at 11:30 a.m. in thl' pack.
Johnson Gym and movies taken at
The 8th annual Sun Devil
the 1970 World Championships in classic will have 12 teams in the
Columbus, Ohio, will be shown at field to tackle the 7220 yard, par
noon. Lifting events are slated to 72 Goodyear Golf and Country
begin at 1 p.m. for weights Club course. Host Arizona State is
between 123 and 148, and 6 p.m. the defending champion but the
for everyone heavier. Tropics for favorite's role has been assigned to
the first three in each class will be Brigham Young University.
given.
Others entered included

ad ministration building, room
204.
For further information,
contact David R. Jones, director
of public administration,
277-4842.

A program on Bolivia will be
presented by the UNM Latin
American Forum at 7 p.m. April
22 in the honors center. The
program, with slide show and
lecture, is free and open to all
interested persons.

Malry
Rep. Lenton Malry (D·Bern.)
will speak on appropriations and
educational activities in the state
legislature on April 22 at 8 p.m. in
the Union, room 129.
Malry is a member of the
Appropriations and Finance and
the Education Committees in the
state legislature. The speech is
sponsored by the Student Veteran
Association.

State Interns
Vance Holland of Eastern New
Mexico University, director of the
State Intern program, will visit
UNM April 23 to interview
applicants for intern positions.
Meetings will be held at 9 a.m.
in room 204-5 of the educational
building, and at 1 p.m. in room
103 of the education building.
Interviews will be held from 9:30
a.m. until 12:30 p.m. and from
1:20-5 p.m. in the business
Leading Lobo hitters. in the
runs batted in department is Larry
Minarsich. He will accompany the
team to Arizona for a three game
series against the Wildcats.

CLASSIFIED

Eugene Parker
Physicist Eugene N. Parker,
head of the University of Chicago

Golfers to Sun Devil Tournament

PERSONALS

1)

WHERE: .Journalism Building, Room
205, nfternoon1:1 preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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Calling You

FOR SALE

NEW STEREO amplifiers with AMFM multiplex tuner nnd 4-spenkcr aystcm Hns inJJUts for tnpe and phono.
$69.'95 or Wrms. United Fre,ight Snles,
3920 Snn Mat<>o, open 9 U:J 9. 4/5
"65 VW PICKUP-'68 engine. Good conditlon-2~8-0363 or 282-5271. 4/22
1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES.
ne,·er been u10d. (7) fully equiPJ•ed to
zjg.. zng, make buttonholt.·~~. etc. Thia is a
first time offer and tb~y wlll go fllllt nt
$4!1.95 npiC'l'c. We have thrcndOO t~em
for your inspection. United Fre1ght
Snlos, 3920 San Matro, open 9 U:J 9. 3/29
sELI-XiT GROUP
DELL D<)TToMs
nnd fiD.irs--only $5. Lobo Men s Shop,
2120 Control S.l-:. 4/23 - - - - ·
MIRACORD 50-H Turntable, with base &
cover, Pickering XV 15-AME 3 Cartridge. Bxeellent condition. $100. 242-4445.

cw

NOTICE:-

'2l10si& FouN"i>________ _

Soccer

~-3-·--------------------THRI'~g NEW 1971 steroo conHOle9 com·

1\It>mbers of thP UNM and
Albuquerque League soccer teams
will compete against the New
Mexico State Aggies in a match on
Coronado Field, east of Johnson
Gym, Saturday, April 24 at 4 p.m.
There is no admission fee.

pie!<! with Jorge dclux Gerrard changer
nnd 4·•veaker system. $87.50 each or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3020 Snn
1\fntro, open 9 ta 9. 4/5

6)

WE'VE

!lllilllllllllllllllllllllllllll/lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli/llllllllllllllllllilll
Thursday, April 22

Powe-r Cellsi Union. room 230; noon

~

GSA-Students Allocation
Committee~ Union .. room 230; 3 p.m.
Friends of UNM Libraries; Union,
room 140; 6 p.m.

Gamma Sigma Sigma: Union, room
231-D; 6 p.m.
Wagonwheel Square Dancing Club;
Johnson Gym, room 184; 7 p.m.
Christian Science Organization;
Union4 room 230; 7 p.m.
Campus observatory-view of
Uranus; observatory; 7:30p.m.
Bahai Student Association; Union,
room 250,0; 8 p.m.
Spurs; Union, room 231 A·C; 8:30
p.m.
Junior Science and Humanities;
Union ballroom; 9 p.m.
Student Veternns-Lenton Malry
lecture; Union, room 129; 10:30 p.m.
Circle K; Union, room 250-A; 9:15
p.m.

~IID

lOW

EMPLOYl\IENT

ANY BASS GUiTA!t plaYer interl'Sicd in
l!iVing ]<'3SOnU eaJl 243-7244. 4/27
SUMM~:R ions. Full time emJ>loyrnen~ !or
coll('g'e men. $600 per month. lnWry•cws
3:00, 7:00, nnd 9:30 l'.M. April 22
(Thurodny). Cnll Jim Snmuel nt Howard
Johnson's MidU:Jwn nfl<!r 1:00 P.M.
Thurs. or ask at dl'Sk for room. 4/22

ASUNM Film Committee
in cooperation with
THE PLANET EARTH

7)

presents the Southwest Premiere of

ltJ HISTORIC

MISCELLANEOUS

P.REE-~D~k~~nd whi~ part~
nbout 7 months old -lovnble, l10Us~brokcn.
Noeds a I!O<>d home. 296-7242. 4/28
LOllO LITTI,E LJ.~AGUr: ba<cbnll n~s
roaeht'.!l for their Senior Div-ision. Sea.t~on
Ian!' to July 2. Call Gil Snnrhl"1. nlt<•r
5:00 P.M.~268-972G. 4/2R
WANTED TO BUY: ladi03 6 or 10 speed
bicycle. 256·2151. 4/28 ,
,
i?Rl-:E KITTENS, blacks and tnbbYB. 2436390. 4/22

SERVICES

3)

a film by Robert Snyder:

IUCKMIIIIIR fUIIIR IIIPASIIUIP IAIIH
a film live·in with !he man, his work, his ideas and his dreams
for man's environmental success in harmony wifh Nature's laws

The clinic will give tests for
venereal disease, but as the lab is
small, tests the clinic cannot
handle will be done at Bernalillo
County Medical Center. Referrals
will be made if necessary.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

!•'!VI~

SOMEONE TO TALK TOand no one settms to list<>n 'l Try AGORA:
.stuch:nls trnincd in C"rentive lish:ning: 24
hours n day. Northwest corner o! Mean
Vista. 277-3013. 4/26
H"EI.I; SAVE AMERICAl,Joi~ the Ameri<'an Virdlantes! For information-buy
nnd read The American Vigilante by
Alnric Branden PrC!Ss, 221 Columbtm Ave.
lloston, Mlllill, 02116. $4.96. 6/3
N<iT EXACTLY:. •rriE SOR'r~-;;c work
y0 ur mothc-r hod in mind !or you ••• sell
the HARD TJMI,S, Sec Grnnt nt 116 ll
Hnrvnrd S.N. or call 25G-9706. G/3
ALL. CLASSIFIED A~S must
be In by 3 p.m. U:J run the followmg dny.

hand during open hours, including
an M.D., a registered nurse, a
medical technician, and two other
doctor's assistants. Free
medication will be available,
inc I uding contraceptives if on
hand, or a prescription if not,
Ob-gyn specialists will also be on
hand.

Crash Center

'rERMS: Payment must Le mnde in !uU prior to Insertion of advertisement

Arizona, New Mexico State, Utah,
UCLA, Air Force Academy, San
Diego State, Los Angeles State
and Fresno State.
McGuire will take six members
of his squad to the two day
tourney including Boyd, Lovato,
Greg Harmon, Paul Simson, Dave
Newquist, and Jack Sommers.
Boyd shot a 221 last year for a
sixth place finish while the Lobes
were seventh as a team.
A total of 36 hol!'s are s!'t for
Friday with the final 18 holes
scheduled for Saturday afternoon.

Spanish Borderlands
Donald Worcester, professor of
history at Texas Christian
University and a former editor of
the "Hispanic American Historical
Review," will speak April 22 at
UNM.
His topic will be "The
Significance of the Spanish
Borderlands."
The lecture, which is free, will
be all; 8 p.m. in the education
classroom building, room 103.

AI buquerque's first alternate
medical center opens April 24.
The establishment of a free clinic
here follows the recent set-up of
free medical centers across the
nation.
The clinic's headquarters at 624
Arno SE, one block west of Edith,
were donated by the Bernalillo
County Mental Health Center for
use after 5 p.m. weekdays and all
day weekends. But at first the
clinic will be open from 7-10 p.m.
on Monday and Wednesday
nights.
At least five people will be on

Organization of a crash center
in Albuquerque will be discussed
at a meeting 7:30p.m., April 22,
at the Free Store, 1415 Central
N.E. Any interested person may
attend. Thora Gwinn is in charge
of the project.

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini~
mum ($1.40) per time run. IC nd is to
run five or more consecutive days wjth
no chnnges the rntc is rcdueed to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

physics department, will speak in
the geology building, room 122,
April 22 at 8 p.m. Parker will
explain, in relatively non-technical
language, the solar wind
phenomenon that he first
proposed a model of in 1958.

Free Medical Center to Open

OLDTOWN
'1.043 SOlfTH PLAZA NW
OPEN 7 OAY-9 A WEEK

"the Leonardo da Vinci of our lime" (Marshall Mcluhan)

I

FOR RENT

4J

WANn:o~ cA.iiJN~f;OR

sm.!imR. Ilont

negotinblr. Cnll247:1162. 4L22.·~~----

FORSALE

5)

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTK§ING

cLr;AN~56 Fonr)'_v_il~.~.n~gin~ tet'<'ntly OV('r·

hauh•d-$200.00. Shan> 70 Hondn 90,
2ioo mil..,., hdmet size 6~•, $260.00, call
266-G101 niter G. 4/23
!wiicAPIU:~;u options, ,ood condition.
Call 26X-313G daytime. 4/28 .
,
wA TJ::itt!~i'r)- -i~xPEHiEl:IC~:-.whol""*/
r('tnil; bt'(ls $9-65, 20 m1l union rnrbHic
vinyl. 20 yenr gunrnntc(>. JI('at('rs $12-36,
silironc rubber • .COO watt, 116 v. thermo-s tnt. Wnterbcd I~xpericncc. 2259 Polk,
S.I•', Calif. Call (416) 441-5111/411-2744.
Distributors wan!.cd. 4i28
•
l!IGI I'ONTIAc.sTATION WAGON-;-!!ood
condition-~$350 or trnde for PICk-up
trurlt. 247-3269 nfter 6 P.M• ..::4:..;/2...:7_ __
iiJcii;" i•ORSCH~~ as6~:--$:irio. under book.
Must soli. 268-8194 nfter 6, or 3511 on
rnmpun, Ank for Joh11. 4/27
1966 FORI) GAI,AXJN, hnrdl<>p, nuU:Jmatjc
trnnsmisbiou power brakes & ateerlng, mr
oontlltioncr, heater & rndio. $600.00. 268U343, 4/26
GEltMAN 'sHEPARD, Gmo. old, ]>tofcsaionn.lly trained. MUst be seen to be np~
prccinted. 256-0688. ;400. 4/26
MTEP.NA TRUMPET by Get.zon, Do.;-&verinacn model. Silver plnted, used one
year. I'xccllont cond. $276-243-4715 or
write 1106 'h Grand N.E. 4/26
COMPLETE LINE OF LIGHT WEIGHT
:foods for outdoorsmcn. Rich·Moor nnd
'Nilson brn.nds. Introductor snle: lcsa
10%. Frcmont'EJ Ji"inc Foods, 566 Coronnclo Center. 5/3
1969 FORD, good running condition, R &
H, ne>W tires, yellow smile includccl. $260.
·
•
Cnll 277·2156 nft<>t 5:00 P.M.
ll!,UE JEAN BELL$ In nil slz011. Now at
Lobo Ilion's Shop, 2120 Cont.rnl SE.
1966 VOLKSWAGEN, 3900 miles, nir,
$1200. 243-5066, 4/23
.
SUMME!t SHI!tTS manY colored i'-shlrts,
slccvc)css, and atrins.t h:nits. $1.60 to
$12.00. Lobo Men's' Shop, 2120 Ccnt~al

The
ASUNM
FilM COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

•

I

SAI:I~SA\\AI

..

'•.

The Most Highly Acclaimed Film Of The Year!
"Hard-hitting, anti-establishment stuff."-Judilh Crist I "I was
spelibound. I've seen SALESMAN three times and each time I've
been more impressed, Fascinating, very funny, unforgettable."Vincent.Canby, New JIJJrk Times I "Probably the most Important
film you will see this year."-Joseph Gelmis, Newsday I "lm·
possible to over-estimate. There is no doubt that we shall see
SALESMAN as a turning point in the history of film."-Fllm
Society Review I "An extraordinary film 110 one dares miss."
-New York Magazine I "An experience that sticks in the
memory. The suspense becomes unbearable. As dramatic as
any human drama I've ever seen in any medium. Ten limes more
fascinating than the big budget hokum turned out by Hollywood.
It is total realism.-Rex Reed

,.

APRIL 23-24 at 6-8- I 0 p.m.
SUB THEATER $I .00 with J.D.
I

/"'

·. -

.I

...

,

••
Wednesday, April 21st:, Thu~sdai, April 22nd.
SUB Theater, University of New Mexico
8:30 and 11:00 p.m.

Commemorating
Earth Day

1971

TICKETS: $3.00 G.,"neral Admission, $2.00 Faculty and
administration, $1.00 Students, Cosmio Children Freo
Tickets on sole of tho door 8:00 and 10:30 p.m.·

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
l. Personals
5. For Sale

For reservations C()H 27i.. b.)18

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

-

INSERT THE FOllOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

ENCLOSED $ • - - - -

SE.

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1971 HAMBURGERS. Where? FRONTIER
RESTAURANT across from Popejoy
Hnll The latest In broiled food. Cnll 266·
0660. for orders to go. 7 :30 to 7:80. 6/6

.Thursday, April22,}.~7~ ,' ...

'.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
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37cf. 7cf9

~,tJ~C. Police Arrest Anti-War Demoltskelo&rs

'Help Is At Hand-If I Can Get The Druggist In Gear!'

editorial

t.-O

The Center

And
The Senate
Somehow, miraculously, the
ASUNM Senate early this morning
passed a budget totaling
$239,873.73.
I say miraculously because until
1:30 a.m. when the budget was
finally passed, the outcome remained
hazy.
The Women's Coordinating
Center's budget request was $2800.
The Senate Finance Committee
recommended $550. The center was
understandably upset by such a
sizeable cut.
Senator Joanne Sanchez, however,
single-handedly held up passage of
the total budget for that one item. It
would have been far easier on the ·
Women's Coordinating Center,
Sanchez, the Senate and the gallery
had she introduced a bill for $2000
in the next term. The deficit in the
center's budget could have been
made up without the wasted time.
The Women's Coordinating Center
finally got its money. A special bill
for $2000 was passed by Senate out
of funds remaining out of this year's
budget. The 1971-72 budget then
passed.
This, in other words, meant the
center and the Senate went home
monetarily satisfied. But the malarky
the Senate went through to get
where it got is inane, absurd and
asinine. I still fail to see the
reasoning behind holding up
thousands of dollars of people to
satisfy one senator.
Sarah Laidlaw

Bema
By DEBBIE BRUNS
Well, folks, I'm back again with
another message designed to
enlighten and entertain you. This
column will be devoted to educating
the public (that's you) on a
heretofor little known fact. On Wed.,
April 28, there will be an election for
ASUNM president, vice president,
the Constitution and the budget. In
order to make ourselves feel more
important, this year's Election
Commission (notice the capitals) has
set a goal for themselves. That goal is
to encourage as many people as
possible to vote. We seek your aid in
acheiving this noble end.
Briefly looking at the year in
review, we find through our amazing
powers of observation, there have

been problems, complaints,
compliments (very rare) and some
general grumbling (very common).
None of these things are particularly
unusual. It's just that we would like
once again to remind you that this is
your opportunity to do something
about it.
We have carried on a better than
average campaign to inform you of
the people, polling places, times,
issues and so forth. This is so, for
perhaps the first time, you will be
properly informed (and hopefully
encouraged) as to who and what you
will be voting for or against.
We have, in an attempt to attract
as many people as possible, set the
election day for a Wednesday,
thinking that there are more people
on campus on a Wednesday than any
other day of the week. We've
selected four easily accessible polling
places with an increase in the
number of machines for your
convenience. This is to prevent the
"disenfranchisement" of voters
before it occurs. It also saves us the
trouble of another election.
I can tell you're duly impressed by
our efforts. Believe it or not, we still
have a rather large problem. Yes
gang, the problem that has plagued
Elections Commissions since the year

.

one-poll workers. Without poll
workers, there is no one to let you in
to the polls to have your bout with
the Big· Machine.
I trust it is not necessary for us to
point out to you (although we will
take no chances and point it out to
you anyway) if you don't get in to
have your bout with the Big
Machine, you don't have any say in
how your government will be runt
and your money spent, or who will
run this government and spend the
money. It all goes back to that old
boring cliche: if you don't care
enough to vote, who are we to force
you? People go to the trouble and
expense of arranging the election
(that's us); other people go to the
trouble and expense of running a
campaign; a few go to the trouble of
voting; and fewer go to the trouble
of helping you vote.
At this point there is little left to
say. Watch The Lobo for ads
concerning the issues and candidates.
Please, if you have an hour or five,
do some volunteer work at the polls.
(It's very rewarding, you get a
nametag and everything!) Lastly,
vote! Vote yes, no or maybe, but for
Lord's sake vote. That way, if things
don't go your way, you can gripe
with a clear conscience.

1""'1 .J.

•'

Nixon Authorizes Vietnam Veterans to Camp Out on Malt

By DREW VON BERGEN
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Police
arrested 110 antiwar demonstrators
on disorderly conduct charges at a
Supreme Court rally Thursday, but it
was learned that President Nixon
personally authorized protesting
Vietnam veterans to camp out on the
mall in defiance of a court order.
Insiders at the White House said
Nixon passed the word "without
fanfare" to permit the veterans to
remain at their bivouac at the foot of
Capitol Hill throughout Wednesday
night despite a ban issued by Chief
Justice Warren E. Burger and
affirmed by the full Supreme Court.
Late Thursday afternoon, at the
request of the Justice Department,
U.S. District Judge George L. Hart
Jr. dissolved his original ban against
the veterans' encampment which the
Supreme Court ultimately had
upheld. But he severely rebuked the
Justice Department for changing its
mind on the issue.
L. Patrick Gray, Assistant

Attorney General in the Civil
Division, asked Judge Hart to
dissolve his order as originally
initiated by the Justice Department
partially because "these men are men
who have served their country
honorably."
Hart vacated his preliminary
injunction but said he felt the Justice
Department had "dangerously and
improperly used" the judicial branch
in the case of the veterans' campsite
issue.
He noted that after he issued his
original ban last Friday, the
department set a 4:30p.m. deadline
Wednesday for the veterans to break
camp, or at least to refrain from
sleeping on the mall. The veterans
voted 480 to 400 to sleep there
anyway, rather than stay awake
there all night. Policemen at the
scene looked the other way and
made no arrests.
"If you did not wish to enforce
the deadline, you should have come
to this court then and asked to have

the injunction dissolved," Judge Hart
told Gray.
"You have put the Vietnam
Veterans in a situation of openly
defying the law of this country and
openly defying the courts of this
country," he added. "This is a
position this country cannot tolerate
and live with."
Hart's action in negating the effect
of his original ban also voids
subsequent rulings by a special U.S.
Court of Appeals panel and the
Supreme Court itself, wiping the
court slatE:! clean and leaving the
veterans free to camp out
unrestricted on the mall.
In making the Justice
Department's belated appeal, Gray
noted that 400 of the 980 veterans
had voted late Wednesday to abide
by the government's ground rules
under the court ban and to refrain
from sleeping, breaking ground,
making fires or pitching tents on the
mall.
"We feel. that there were a lot of

PBS

~go-Gratification,

Propaganda'

I

•------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------By DANIEL F. JOY
YAF-FCNS
Among liberals, especially in the
east, there seems to be an
overbearing and ideological
commitment to "public" broadcast
television, regardless of the content
or value. That the enterprise has
been exempted from operating
within the dictates of the profit
motive (a sort of an economic
democracy, if you will) it must be
better-so goes the liberal mindset.
Many of the programs of the
Public Broadcasting System (PBS)
are boring and stupid, filler which
wouldn't pass basic qualitative or
quantitative standards. Perhaps
because the producers, directors and
writers have only to undertake the
challenge of pleasing a few
pseudo-sophisticated bureaucrats of
foundations, the programs have a
tendency to be engagements of
ego·gratification and self-serving
political propaganda, which reflects
what they think the viewer ought to
think. With few exceptions,
especially on the local level,
interesting programs of a cultural or
political interest tend to be
anticonservative to the point of
boorishness. How sophisticated it is
to be liberal. How chic it is to be in

at the New York Times. And PBS is
in at the Times.
Happily, the PBS program, the
Advocates, does not fall into any of
these categories. Billed as its
"top-ranking public affairs forum,"
the not-for-profit program pits the
National Review publisher and
long-time conservative leader William
A. Rusher, against Howard Miller, a
professor of law on leave from the
University of Southern California.
Based upon the adversary system of
the courtroom, the two articulate
advocates debate and review through
the device of reasoned polemics,
public affairs issues of significant
interest. The actual modus operandi
includes opening and summary
statements sandwiched between
witnesses invited to testify for one of
the advocates. ·
The advocates believe in the
causes they espouse, although
infrequent agreement requires them
to take sides via the flip of a coin
(e.g. import quotas; both were
disposed toward free trade). The
two, both trained attorneys, are
consistently provided challenges into
which they can put their hearts and
talents. While each uses his
knowledge and forensic ability to
reach the audience as he must do to

attract supporting ballots from
viewers, who are called upon weekly
to vote the proposition up or down)
with the validity of his point, neither
man is above making use of the
dramatic ploy of taking emotional
gambit to affect the audience.
In the same spirit of worthwhile
debate that caused PBS to pick Bill
Rusher (usually the media digs up
some no-account conservative to get
chopped up by a knight-in-shining
-armor liberal), and Howard Miller,
the producers provide for each of the
advocates to pick his witnesses on
any given question. Top names from
politics and the academy are found
each week squaring off at each other.
Recently Rusher had as a witness
Gov. Ronald Reagan to testify
against Nixon's guaranteed annual
wage. Young Americans for
Freedom's community director, ,Jay
Parker, who serves as president of
the Foundation for Theological
Education, appeared to argue for
voluntary prayer in the public
schools.
It is rare that either -of the
advocates make mistakes of strategy.
As tacticians, ·both are superb,
although when Rusher summoned
William F. Buckley, Jr. to be a
witness, Miller made the tragic error

of trying to exchange barbs with
WFB_ Miller was found several
minutes later, bloodied and hiding
under the debate table. This is not to
give the impressions that
conservative Rusher does not get his.
More than two million families
turn in each week to view the verbal
fisticuffs of the Advocates. While
Dean Martin probably gets more
mail, the producers receive more
than 2 5,000 letters per month.
Besides the regular voting, both
advocates get some fan mail. One
correspondent complained that his
liberalism was suffering because of
the intelligence and articulation of
Rusher. Another thought Miller
should go into acting.
If the writer can engage in a little
personal observation on the political
side, it seems safe to say that the
head-on confrontation of an
articulate liberal and an articulate
conservative allows for a comparison
which almost invariably points to the
shallowness of the ·liberal position.
When the emotion-oriented facts of
liberalism are put in the proper
perspective, the conservative seems
stronger and more substantive than
its counterpar~ from the left. And
from the way the voting is going, the
viewers seem to agree.

veteranZlMI£RMANcf fB~~T!¥l to
comply with this courts 'r'L'l'ilig by
their_ vpte," he said. "One more day
remains, one more evening remains.
We are advised they will depart their
bivouac area tomorrow. We believe
they will do so."
Gray added: "And we especially
take notice of the fact that these
men are men who have served their
country honorably . . . and it is for
this reason that the U.S. government
comes into the court this evening
and asks the court to vacate the
preliminary injunction."
The Vietnam Veterans against the
war, about 1,000 strong, gathered
Sunday at the mall, a grassy parkland
extending from the foot of the west
front of the Capitol west to the
Lincoln Memorial, for five scheduled
days of antiwar protests ending
Friday night. This is the eve of a
mass rally and march to the Capitol
by expected tens of thousands of
other demonstrators.

NE\N
MEXICO
ASUNM Election at Halt;
Commission Defies Order
To Place Names on Ballot

Photo by Chuek }'eil
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Well-watered

Neither rain, hail, dark of night (nor snow} will keep the city (like
the postman) from its appointed rounds. A snow flurry, which
melted before late·rising students got up, was no obstacle to
watering of Yale Street Park.

Calls for Top-Level Investigation of FBI

Boggs Demands Hoover's Ouster
WASHINGTON (UPI)- House
Democratic Leader Hale Boggs, citing a long
list of alleged FBI indiscretions, renewed his
call for Director J. Edgar Hoover's OUf.ter
Thursday and urged the President to order a
top level investigation into the agency.
But Attorney General John N. Mitchell,
said Boggs had failed to "substantiate his
wild charges," and "sought to camouflouge
his untruths by making other equally
unwarranted attacks on the FBI and its
Director."
Although most of the Democrats present
in the House - and there were many more
than usual for the time - applauded Boggs'
late afternoon speech, none spoke up in his
behalf afterwards. But some Republicans particularly two former FBI agentscondemned Boggs' denunciation of Hoover
as being based on nothing more than
innuendo.
Boggs, who began his attack on the FBI
more than two weeks ago by charging that
the agel'l.cy had tapped Congressional
telepho11es, said Thursday many lawmakers
"had reason to believe" their conversations
were being monitored by the FBI. His home
telephone also was tapped, Boggs said,
implying but not specifically accusing the
FBI.

Friday, April 23, 1971

The April 28 ASUNM general elections are at an apparent
standstill because of the Elections Commission defiance of a
Student Court order to place additional candidates on the
ballot.
Court last night invalidated a section of the Elections Code
which states candidates must attend a mandatory meeting to
have their names on the ballot. Court ordered the
commission to place Sam Johnson, who is running for vice
president, and four Senate candidates on the ballot although
they missed a mandatory meeting Tuesday.
Commission Chairman Debbie Bruns agreed to put
Johnson's name on the ballot because "extraordinary
circumstances" caused him to miss the meeting, but refused
to add the Senate candidates.
"You appointed the Elections Commission; there is an
Elections Code; we've followed the code," Bruns said.
She also said she plans to hold the election and does not
intend to appeal the court's decision to President Ferrel
Heady.
The code states candidates must attend a mandatory
meeting in which election rules are explained. Failure to
attend disqualifies a candidate from running. Candidates were
notified of the meeting in advance.
Chief Justice Jon Facey last night said there "is not going
to be an election until those candidates' names are on the
ballot," and told the commission they are in violation of a
court order.
The court struck out the mandatory meeting clause of the
Elections Code, passed last election, because the "penalty for
failure to attend the meeting unnecessarily restricts the
constitutional rights of ASUNM members running for
office."
However, the Elections Commission contended the court
ruling was not fair to the candidates who did attend.
Court also directed the commission to re-issue absentee
ballots on which the previously disqualified candidates were
not listed.
Bruns said five people, however, have already voted by
absentee ballot.
Johnson missed the meeting because on his way back to
UNM from a conference his car broke down. Edwin Stanley
Mosley, a Senate candidate, said he was in town but a
misunderstanding on the nature of the meeting and whether
or not it was mandatory prevented him from attending. The
three other Senate candidates did not attend the hearing.

Beyond that, the Congressman charged
the FBI with acts of harassment,
intimidation and blackmail in an effort to
gain "closer and closer surveillance of not
only the deeds, but the words and thoughts"
of the American people generally.
During his speech, Boggs, no. two man in
the House Democratic leadership, sharpened
his criticism of the 76·year-old Hoover and
called on President Nixon and Mitchell to
demand his resignation.
"For a decade, we have seen instance after
instance of the Director conductii1g himself
in ways which no responsible law
enforcement executive would permit himself
to emulate," Boggs declared.
"He has vented the spleen of personal
vendetta against a great negro leader. He has
denounced the Justices of the Supreme
Court. He has, furthermore, in recent
months, seriously compromised the
workings of justice by prejudicing grand jury
proceedings with proclamations of guilt of
defendants four months before sufficient
Evaluation Packets Deadline, Today
evidence was taken to permit the return of
indictments.''
All teacher evaluation packets must be turned in to the
"In no country in the world could a ASUNM office by 5 p.m. today to be processed and printed
director of the nation's secret police escape in the teacher evaluation, said Ernie Kilker, project
censure and removal for what is happening coordinator.
now," Boggs told the House.
The evaluation is scheduled to be printed May 24, he said.

